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Play value
The fortified appearance of this
Dwarf Castle can’t help but arouse the
interest of little ones. Different openings
only partially reveal the secrets it holds
inside. It is only through the capture
and ransacking of the different levels
and openings at the back that further
possibilities begin to unfold. Whether
as a commando bridge, to play hide and
seek or a place for a short time-out.

The curved floor offers an enticing, different way of conquering heights; both as
a walking level and as an area for lying
down on, and increases the experience
for the children in a very special way.
Fundamental characteristics
-	Completely made of wood for positive
stimulus and tactile perception
-	Combination of curved and level
elements
-	Opening for visual communication
-	Incentive for playing: Role-playing
games
- Movement: running, crawling, going
through openings

Recommended for
- Children under 3 years
- Kindergarten children
-	Supervised play areas, such as
kindergartens, schools, after-school
programmes or similar
-	Public play areas without supervision,
such as playgrounds, parks or similar
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Safety distance
Device dimensions
Functional distance

Technical information
Equipment made of non-impregnated
mountain larch
Core-free
Sawn-timbers core-free, thus decreasing
occurrences of cracking and undesired
changes in shape
Tongue and groove
Tongue and groove planks made of
4 cm solid wood, highly resilient, no
trickling of dust / sand, protection
against direct rain
Ground anchor
All parts used for anchoring to the
ground are made of hot-dip galvanised
steel or stainless steel
For more detailed explanation of the
quality characteristics see price list.
Dimensions
(small deviations possible)
Height		
Length		
Width		
Weight		

Scale 1:100
Safety check according to DIN EN 1176

Components

Installation information

1 Dwarf Castle
4 Foundation irons

Surfacing requirements
corresponding to a fall height of ≤ 1.50 m
(please refer to price list for more
detailed information)
Foundations
4 items 30 x 30 x 20 cm
Excavation depth 40 cm
Attention:
Exact measurements may vary;
for all installation dimensions refer
to current assembly instructions.
Technical changes reserved.

4.05500

1.85 m
2.40 m
1.55 m
460 kg
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